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BBB Rating for Franklin Debt Relief, LLC

Information on the
Based on BBB files, Franklin Debt Relief, LLC has a BBB Rating of NR .new BBB Ratings

System
Reasons for this rating include:

Consumer Resource • Th is business has no rating at this time because its rating is

Guide being reviewed and/or updated.

Click here for an ex lanation of BBB Ratin s
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Business Contact and Profile for Franklin Debt Relief, LLC

Name: Franklin Debt Relief, LLC

Phone: (312) 445-4700

Fax: (312) 264-0253

Address: 180 N Wabash Ave Ste 320

Chicago, IL 60601-3608

~Yahoo Ma

Website: www.franklindebtrelief.com

Original

Business March 2006

Start Date:

Principal: Mr. Robert Zangrilli, Principal



customer Mr. Robert Zangrilli, Principal - (312) 445-4700

Contact:

Credit 8 Debt Counseling, Credit - Debt
Type of

Consolidation Services, Debt Negotiation/Settlement
Business:

Companies

~BBCk tO tO

Business Management

Additional company management personnel include:

Mr. Michael Duhig - Debt Consultant

~BBCk tO tO

Customer Complaint History for Franklin Debt Relief, LLC

When considering complaint information, please take into account the

company's size and volume of transactions, and understand that the

nature of complaints and a firm's responses to them are often more

important than the number of complaints.

BBB processed a total of 1 complaint about Franklin Debt Relief, LLC in

the last 36 months, our standard reporting period. Of the total of 1

complaint closed in 36 months, 1 was closed in the last year.

Refund or Exchan e Issues

Resolved

1 - Company addressed the complaint issues. The consumer

failed to acknowledge acceptance to BBB.

•
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Government Actions



BBB has no information regarding government actions at this time.

~Back to to

Advertising Review

BBB has no information regarding advertising review at this time.
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Industry Tips

Credit Repair

Many credit repair companies advertise to "clean up", afix", or "erase"

bad credit ratings or negative information from your credit report, hence

it is crucial to understand the nature and tactics of potentially fraudulent

credit repair services in order to not fall a victim to one.

Most importantly, any negative information in your credit report which is

accurate cannot be erased. If valid, such information stays in your file

for seven years or ten years in the case of bankruptcy. According to the

federal Fair Credit Reporting Act, you have the right to obtain one free

copy of your credit report per year and to challenge its accuracy. If

mistakes are found, the law states that the three credit reporting

agencies, Experian, Trans Union, and Equifax, are responsible for

conducting reasonable investigations into consumer disputes in regards

to possibly incorrect information on the credit report. To get a copy of

your credit report, go to www.annualcreditre ort.com

It needs to be kept in mind that the process of obtaining your credit

report, finding mistakes and documenting them, gathering any

necessary paperwork, sending everything to the credit reporting

agencies and then having an investigation opened, is not quick and

easy. It is time-consuming and quite likely tedious, and here is where

legitimate credit repair companies offer their services. They can pull

your credit reports, review them for errors, send out dispute letters along



with documentation, and save you time. But that is the extent of what

these services can do, and the reality is that anything that a credit repair

service can do for you for a fee, you can do yourself for free.

As directed by the Credit Repair Organizations Act, a reputable credit

repair company should provide you with an explanation of your rights

as a consumer. Before you sign any contract make sure it lists: the

payment terms for any services including the total cost, a detailed

description of the services to be performed, how long it will take to

achieve the results, any guarantees the company offers, and what the

company's name and business address is. The last two may seem

obvious, but a lot of fraudelent credit repair companies use websites to

get you to sign up for their services, often time not listing a valid phone

number or using another company's address.

According to the Director of the Federal Trade Commission in Chicago,

many consumers are led to believe that there are loop holes in federal

law that allow poor credit to be somehow erased. The truth is that no

such loop holes exist. One frequent scam involves a fraudulent credit

repair company asking the consumer to pay for services upfront, and

once payments are made the company cannot be reached or

disappears altogether. In another case, a consumer may pay hundreds

of dollars in fees and subsequently get a large mailing or packet of

information, which later turns out to be useless.

Red flags

Consumers are advised to NOT conduct business with any company or

organization that does any of the following:

" Requests that you pay for credit repair before any services are

provided. This is illegal per the Credit Repairt Organizations Act, which

states that credit repair companies cannot charge you fees until after

they completed the promised services.
" Advises you to dispute all negative information in your credit report.

" Guarantees or promises you to remove accurate records of

bankruptcies, judgments, liens, or bad loans - in essence, negative

information that you do not want on your credit report.

* Offers to help you get a new credit identity. The company may tell you



to apply for an Employer Identification Number or to apply for credit

using this and a different address. This practice is known as file

segregation, and is a federal and state felony.

Debt Consolidation Services

Companies or organizations offering debt consolidation services do

NOT lend debtors money or pay off their bills. They may, however, offer

to total all the money you owe and try to make arrangements with your

creditors to pay them what they are owed in manageable monthly

installments. Before pursing any debt consolidating service, consult

your major creditors if they have, or are willing to make, alternate

payment arrangements with the debt consolidation service you are

considering.

A variety of debt consolidation services also claim to offer credit

counseling services, and consumers need to be very cautious in order

to not be victimized by a fraudulent company who offers something that

it simply cannot do. You should be wary of any company that asks you

for upfront fees before providing the actual service, or not being clear as

to what the company will actually do in order to help you with your debt.

Another thing that such a company should not claim to do and cannot

do is erase or remove accurate though poor or negative information

from your credit history.

The Federal Trade Commission targeted unscrupulous credit

counseling companies that sold debt management services nationwide

through unsolicited, pre-recorded messages left on home telephones,

which falsely claimed that consumers were pre-approved for a program

to consolidate their debt to a single monthly payment at a much lower

interest rate. When consumers responded to the call, they were

pressured to sign up for debt management services that many of the

enrollees were not good candidates for. The consumers wound up

losing hundreds of dollars in advance fees and not receiving any

services to show for it.

The FTC advises that only time, a conscious effort, and a personal

repayment plan can improve a credit report. According to the Director

of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection, "Debt management



programs work best when they are tailored to consumers' particular

circumstances."

Consumers should be wary of any debt consolidating service that uses

high-pressure sales tactics, requests advanced fees for services before

they are rendered, does not provide a clear description of the types of

services that it offers, is hesitant about sending written correspondence

and insists on only communicating electronically or over the phone, and

does not provide you with the most basic information, such as the

company's exact name and its physical location.

Using Credit Wisely

If you would like to listen to a tip on "Using Credit Wisely" 24 hours a

day please call BBB's Tel Tips line at312 832-0500 and press 8+ ¹

(the pound key) + 1 and key in tip number 413. BBB has many other Tel

Tips on a wide array of topics please call 24 hours a day to hear the

menu of topics.
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BBB Copyright and Reporting Policy

As a matter of policy, BBB does not endorse any product, service or

business.

BBB Reliability Reports are provided solely to assist you in exercising

your own best judgment. Information in this BBB Reliability Report is

believed reliable, but not guaranteed as to accuracy.

BBB Reliability Reports generally cover a three-year reporting period.

BBB Reliability Reports are subject to change at any time.

If you choose to do business with Franklin Debt Relief, LLC, please let

them know that you contacted BBB for a BBB Reliability Report.
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